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Abstract 

We use the concept of gauge transformations of quasi-Hopf algebras to study twists of al- 
gebraic structures based on actions of a bialgebra and relate this to the theory of universal 
deformation formulas. We establish new universal deformation formulas which are associated to 
central extensions of Heisenberg Lie algebras. These formulas are generalizations of the Moyal 
quantization formula. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 

1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16, 17 

0. Introduction 

The purpose of this paper is to use Drinfeld’s theory of gauge transformations of 

quasi-Hopf algebras [7] to define a general notion of “twisting” algebraic structures 

based on actions of a bialgebra B and to relate these twists to deformation theory. 

We show that certain elements of B @ B can be used to twist the multiplication of any 

B-module algebra or B-module coalgebra. Moreover, we focus on a certain subcategory 

of left A-modules which naturally twists to a subcategory of modules over the twisted 

algebra and we show that these two categories are equivalent. Similar statements can 

be made for certain categories of comodules. When the bialgebra is (kG)* with G a 

finite group or monoid, the algebras to which our construction applies are the G-graded 

algebras A = @ SECA, (these being the (kG)*-module algebras) and the modules which 

twist are the graded modules. For algebras graded by an infinite group or monoid it is 
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more convenient to use the “dual” of our theory which will produce twists of A as a 

kG-comodule algebra. In these cases, the twists we obtain are precisely the “cocycle” 

twists of [l]. 

Another important case is when the bialgebra is the universal enveloping algebra of 

a Lie algebra. Here, the twists which naturally arise are related to deformation theory 

and, in particular, “universal deformation formulas” (cf. [9, Section 61 or [3]). Our 

theory of twisting provides alternative proofs to the basic properties of these formu- 

las. In particular, we bypass the cohomological arguments previously used to establish 

that the deformations obtained from these formulas are in fact associative. The supply 

of such formulas is scarce. Indeed, apart from those based on commutative bialge- 

bras only a few isolated examples are known, even though some results of Drinfel’d 

[5] imply that there is such a formula associated to every (constant) unitary solution 

to the classical Yang-Baxter equation. We broaden the supply of universal deforma- 

tion formulas here by providing the first family based on non-commutative bialgebras. 

More specifically, for every 12 2 3 we present a formula based on the universal en- 

veloping algebra U% where SC aI(n) is a central extension of a Heisenberg Lie 

algebra. These formulas are generalizations of the “quasi-exponential” formula based 

on the two-dimensional solvable Lie algebra, see [2]. A natural use of a universal 

deformation formula based on an enveloping algebra Ug is to deform coordinate rings 

of various algebraic varieties. In particular, if an algebraic group with Lie algebra g 

acts as automorphisms of a variety V, then the formula induces a deformation of the 

coordinate ring Lo(V). That is, the quantization takes place solely because of the action 

of the group. These quantizations are generalizations of the classical “Moyal product” 

[14] which, in our language, is a deformation of Lo(lR*“) obtained from a universal 

deformation formula associated to an abelian Lie algebra. This quantization is in the 

“direction” of the standard Poisson bracket on Lo(R*“). In a similar way, a univer- 

sal deformation formula provides deformations of coordinate rings in the direction of 

a suitable Poisson bracket. In the analytic case, if G is a Lie group which acts as 

diffeomorphisms of a manifold M, then a formula based on Ug will deform the ring 

Coo(M). For actions of Rd, Rieffel has shown more - namely that this action induces a 

strict deformation quantization of Cm(M), see [15]. It is natural to ask whether similar 

constructions exist for actions of non-abelian Lie groups. 

Finally, we give here a skew form of the “quasi-exponential” formula mentioned 

above. A skew form of a universal deformation formula has certain parity properties 

that make it more convenient in the study of *-products on Poisson manifolds. We do 

not, as of yet, have a skew form for our formula based on Us although, in theory, 

every formula based on an enveloping algebra can be skew-symmetrized. 

1. Twisting and deformations 

Let k be a fixed commutative ring. Throughout this paper, all algebras, coalgebras, 

and their respective modules and comodules will be symmetric k-modules and their 
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tensor product over k will be denoted EQ. We will generally follow [12] for basic defini- 

tions and notation about bialgebras and their actions. Suppose that B = B&, As, lg, ss) 

is a k-bialgebra with multiplication PLg : B @B + B, comultiplication As : B + B @I B, unit 

Is, and counit &s : B -+ k. If M is a left B-module and b E B, then the left multiplica- 

tion map sending m EM to b . m will be denoted bl : M -+M. For a right B module 

N, we similarly have the right multiplication map b, : N -+ N. In this situation, we 

can make M 8 M and N t8 N into, respectively, left and right B 8 B-modules via the 

maps (b@b’),:M@M+M@M and (b@b’),:N@N+N@N which send m@m' 

to (b 1 a) 8 (b’ . a’) and II 6~ n’ to (n . b) @ (n’ . b’). 

Definition 1.1. A left B-module A is a left B-module algebra if A=A& 1~) is a 

unital k-algebra such that for all b E B, 

(1) b.lA =(s(b)).lA and 

(2) b.(aa’)= C(b (l).a)(b(z).a’) where h(b) = c b(l) @b(z). 

Condition (2) is equivalent to commutativity of the diagram 

for all b E B. It is also easy to see that if A is a left B-module algebra then the primitive 

elements of B act as derivations of A and the group-like elements act as automorphisms. 

In a similar way, we can define the notion of a right B-module algebra. The foregoing 

may be easily dualized to obtain the notion of a left or right B-module coalgebra. 

Definition 1.2. An element F E B @ B is a twisting element (based on B) if 

(1) (Eg~Id)F=l~l=(Id~Eg)F, and 

(2) [(AE @ Id)(F)I(F @ 1) = [(Id @ 4W’)lU @F). 

Note that Definition 1.2(2) is an expression which must hold in B @I B @ B. As 

we shall see, such F can be used to “twist” the multiplication of any left B-module 

algebra A and the comultiplication of any right B-module coalgebra C. More pre- 

cisely, a twisting element provides a new multiplication on the underlying k-module 

of a B-module algebra and a new comultiplication on the underlying k-module of 

a B-module coalgebra. For the algebra case, the twisted multiplication is defined to 

be the composite p,4 o Fl : A @A --) A and for the coalgebra case the twisted comul- 

tiplication is F, o AC : C -+ C @ C. Our discussion of twisting is inspired by the no- 

tion of “gauge transformations” which naturally arise in the theory of quasi-Hopf 

algebras [7] 
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Theorem 1.3. Let F E B @ B be a twisting element. 

(1) If A is a left B-module algebra, then A.v =A& o FI, 1~) is an associative k- 
algebra. 

(2) If C is a right B-module coalgebra, then C, = C(F, o AC, EC) is a coassociative 
k-coalgebra. 

Proof. We only prove (1) since its dual establishes (2). The associativity of ,nA o FI 
can be determined by considering the following diagram: 

Each of the four inner squares commutes: the lower right square represents the associa- 

tivity of PA, the top left square commutes by Definition 1.2(2) since we are assuming 

that F is a twisting element, and the commutativity of the two “off-diagonal” squares 

follows from Definition 1.1(2) since A is a left B-module algebra. Consequently, the 

outer square commutes. Now the composite of the far right column with the top row is 

the map (PA oFl)((pA 04) @I Id) while the composite of the bottom row with the far left 

column is (PA oFl)(Id @ (fl.4 OFI)) and thus PA OFI : A @A + A is associative. To see that 

1~ remains the unit under this new multiplication, note that by Definitions l.l( 1) and 

1.2(l) we have [pAoF](l~ @a) = [pAo(&g @1d)F](l~ @a) =pA(l~ @a) =a. Similarly, 

1~ also serves as the right unit under p,4 o F. 0 

Remark 1.4. (1) In the same manner, if P E B @Q B satisfies 

(P 8 1 )[(AB @ Id)(P)] = (18 P)[(Id @ As)(P)] 

then P will twist any right B-module algebra and any left B-module coalgebra. 

(2) If A = &G AG is a graded algebra with G a finite group or monoid, (i.e. A 
is a left (kG)*-module algebra) and F is a twisting element based on (kG)*, then 

A,v is a cocycle twist in the sense of [l]. When G is infinite, we instead can use a 

dual construction and twist A as a kG-comodule algebra. The twists of graded algebras 

appearing in [16] are, in general, not obtainable by twisting elements. 
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A natural question is whether a twisting element can be used to twist bialgebras. 

So far, we are unaware of any general method of twisting both the multipliction and 

comultiplication of a bialgebra. There is, however, a notable exception: it is possible 

twist the comultiplication of B itself in such a way that it remains compatible with 

its original multiplication, unit, and counit. Moreover, this twisted bialgebra acts in a 

natural on the twisted algebras AF and coalgebras CF formed using Theorem 1.3. To 

establish this we use the fact that the right multiplication map b, : B + B sending x 

to xb gives B the structure of a right B-module coalgebra. Similarly, B is also a left 

B-module coalgebra via left multiplication bl : B -+ B. 

Theorem 1.5. Let F be an invertible twisting element based on a bialgebra B. 
(1) If A; = F[-’ o F, o Ag, then BF = B&, A;, lg, a~) is a k-bialgebra. 

(2) If A is a left B-module algebra then AF is a left BF-module algebra. 
(3) If C is a right B-module coalgebra then CF is a right Bpmodule coalgebra. 

Proof. By Theorem 1.3.2, we have that F, o AB : B @B -+ B is coassociative since F 
is a twisting element. This comultiplication, however, is generally not compatible with 

pBB, but it further twists to one which is. To see this, first note that inverting both sides 

of 

[(As @ Id)FI(F 63 1) = [(Id @ &)F]( 1 @F) 

yields 

(F-’ @ l)[(As @ Id)F-'1 = (18 F-‘)[(Id @ AB)F-‘1. (1.1) 

Now the twisted coalgebra B (with comultiplication F, o AB) remains a left B-module 

coalgebra since (Fr o As)(b) = (A&b))F only involves right multiplication by F. In 

light of (1.1) and Remark 1.4, it follows that Ah = F,-’ o F, o AB is coassociative. For 

b E B, we have that AL(b) is just the conjugate F-l A&b)F and so this comultiplication 

is compatible with pi. Moreover, since the algebra structure remains unchanged, the 

original counit sg : B + k is an algebra map and consequently, B(,uB, AL, ls, EB) is a 

bialgebra. 

To prove Theorem 1.5(2), we first need to establish that AF is actually a left BF- 
module. To do so, we define the action of b E BF on a E AF to be just b . a, the action 

given by the original B-module structure of A. This action is well-defined since A and 

B coincide as k-modules with AF and BF and the multiplications of B and BF are 
identical. With this module structure, Definition l.l( 1) is automatically satisfied since 

the counits of B and BF are also identical. To show that condition Definition 1.1(2) 

holds we need to use the twisted multiplication in AF and twisted comultiplication in 

BF. Now the map (pAoFl)o(F-' AB(b)F), : A @A +A is the same as (pAo(AB(b))[)o&. 
The latter map can be expressed as (bl opt) oFl as A is a left B-module algebra. Hence 

we have the equality (PA o 4) o (F-l AB(b)F)l = bl o (pi o Fl) and so A,v is a left BF- 
module algebra. 

The (dual) proof of Theorem lS(3) is omitted. 0 
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If B is commutative then the twist BF is just B itself and so in this case AF and CF 

are still, respectively, a left B-module algebra and right C-module coalgebra. 

We now turn to the topic of twisting modules and comodules along with algebras 

and coalgebras. Only the details for the module/algebra case are given here as those 

for the comodule/coalgebra case are easily obtainable by dualization. If M is a left 

A-module and AF is a twist of A, it is natural to ask whether M twists to a left AF- 

module. This is, in general, not possible as we must take into account the action of 

the bialgebra B. We will be concerned with the following class of modules. 

Definition 1.6. Suppose that A is a left B-module and let A-Mod be the category of 

all left A-modules. Define (B,A)-Mod to be the subcategory of A-Mod whose objects 

are those left A-modules A4 which are also left B-modules which satisfy b . (a . m) = 

C(b(l, . a)(bcz) . m) for all b E B, a EA, and m EM. Morphisms in (B,A)-Mod are 

k-linear maps which are simultaneously A-module and B-module maps. 

IfA= @ 9EGAS is a G-graded algebra then ((RG)*,A)-Mod is the familiar category 

of graded left A-modules. These are left A-modules A4 with M = eSEG Mg as a k- 

module and ag . mh E h&h for all ag E AG and mh E Mh. 

Now if A4 E (B,A)-Mod, then it is possible to define a twist MF of A4 which will 

be an AF-module. Just as AF and A coincide as k-modules, the modules MF and 

A4 are also identical k-modules. To define this twist we use the fact that M @A is 

a left B @ B-module since A and M are both left B-modules. In particular, for F = 
(CJ;:@J’)EB@B, the mapfi:A@A4 +A@M sends (a@m) to C(fi.a)@(J;I.m). 

If 1: A 18 M + M is the original left A-module structure map then the twisted module 

structure map is 1,~ = 10 Fl : A,G (23.M~ +k&. It is not hard to see that MF is a well- 

defined AF-module. Indeed, the equality &(a 8 &(a’ 63 M)) = &(,$4 o FI(U C3 a’) C3 m) 
follows from Definition 1.2(2) and the fact that b. (a. m) = C(bc,, . m)(bcz) . a) while 

&( lA &I m) = m follows from Definitions l.l( 1) and 1.2( 1). Now, since the bialgebra 

BF has the same algebra structure as B, the twisted module M,v is also a left BF-module 

under the original action of B on M. Thus h4~ is both a left AF-module and a left 

BP-module and it is not hard to verify that these actions are compatible in the sense 

that A~F E (AF, ~&)-Mod. 

Theorem 1.7. If F E B ~3 B is an invertible twisting element and A is a left B-module 
algebra, then the categories (B,A)-Mod and (BF,AF)-M~~ are equivalent. 

Proof. The rule assigning each M to the twist && defines a functor 9 : (B, A)-Mod + 

(BF,AF)-Mod. This fUnctor has a two-sided inverse because we can twist AF and BF 
back to their untwisted versions. The reason why this is possible is that F-l is a twist- 

ing element based on BF. To establish this we need to show that if F-’ = C gi 63~ hi 
then 

[C(F-‘AB(gi)F)@hi] (F-l @ 1)~ [Cgi@(F-‘Ae(hi)F)] (1 @F-l). 
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This equation is equivalent to having 

(F-l ‘$9 l)[(Lls @ l)P] = (1 @P’)[( 1 @ Lls)P]. 

Now the latter equation is satisfied since inverting both sides yields Definition 1.2(2) 

which holds since F is a twisting element based on B. We may thus form (A,v)~-, and 

(B,P)~-, which are clearly just the original A and B and, in the same way as above, we 

get a functor %“-’ : (BF,AF)-Mod + (B,A)-Mod which is clearly a two-sided inverse 

to % and so these two categories are equivalent. 0 

There are remarkably few techniques to explicitly produce twisting elements. In some 

cases though, it is possible to multiply two twisting elements to produce a new one. 

Proposition 1.8. Suppose that B’ and B” are commuting sub-bialgebras of B and 

let F E B’ 8 B’ and F’ E B” @B” be twisting elements based on B’ and B”, respec- 
tively. Then FF’ is a twisting element based on the smallest sub-bialgebra of B which 
contains B’ and B”. 

Proof. Since elements of B’ commute with those of B” we have that 

[(A 18 l)(FF’)](FF’@ l)= [(d @ l)F](F@ l)[(d @ l)F’I(F’@ 1). 

Because F and F’ are UDFs, this may be expressed as 

[(l @@Xl @F)[(l @A))F’I(l @JR”), 

which in turn equals 

[( 1 8 d)(FF’)]( 1~9 FF’). 0 

For any bialgebra B, the element 1s @ 1s is obviously a twisting element; when used 

as in Theorems 1.3 or 1.5, it is the “identity twist”, that is, it effects no change. Apart 

from this trivial example and the cocycle twists previously mentioned, the class of 

quasi-triangular bialgebras gives other twisting elements. 

Definition 1.9 (Drinfel’d [6]). A bialgebra B is quasi-triangular if there is an invert- 

ible element R = C ai @ bi E B @ B such that 

(1) As(b) = R(-‘)(di’(b))R for all b E B where dip(b) = C b(2) @b(l), 

(2) (& @Id)(R) =R13R23, and 

(3) (Id @ b)(R) =R13R12 
where R12 = R @ 1, R23 = 1 @R, and R13 = Ci ai @ 18 bi. 

A basic fact about quasi-triangular bialgebras is that the associated R satisfies the 

quantum Yang-Baxter equation 

R12Rd’h =RduRl2. (1.2) 
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with Definitions 1.9(2), (3) and Remark 1.4 imply that R-’ is a 

Example 1.10. (1) (Majid [ll]). Let G = Z/(nZ) be the cyclic group of order n with 

generator g. If n is invertible in k and q E k is a primitive nth root of unity then the 

group bialgebra k[G] then has a non-trivial quasi-triangular structure in which 

n-1 

R = i C (-l)i+jq’+jgi 8 gj. 

i,j=O 

(2) (Drinfel’d [6]). If B is a finite-dimensional bialgebra then its “double” D(B) is 

a quasi-triangular bialgebra. As a k-module, D(B) = B* 8 B; its bialgebra structure is 

intricate and not necessary for this paper and we refer the reader to [6] or [12] for a 

careful discussion of this topic. 

(3) The classic example of a quasi-triangular bialgebra is the quantized enveloping 

algebra U,g, see [6]. To obtain its quasi-triangularity, it is necessary to consider U,g 

as a kit]-module with q = et and take its completion with respect to the t-adic topology. 

The corresponding R is then expressible as an iniinite series in t. 

Our main interest in the remainder of this paper will be twisting elements which 

can be used to obtain deformations of various algebraic structures and so we will 

consider those based on k[t]-bialgebras. We now briefly recall the main aspect of 

formal algebraic deformations. 

Definition 1.11. Let A be an associative k-algebra with multiplication p,,$ : A @A +A. 

Then a formal deformation of A is a k[t]-algebra structure on the power series module 

Al[t]l with multiplication of the form 

where each pi : A x A -+ A is a k-bilinear map extended to be kit]-bilinear. 

Remark 1.12. (1) Note that & is completely determined by its effect on A @A. Even 

though this a formal construction it turns out that in many cases &(a @ b) is actually a 

polynomial in t and so, by specialization, we can view the deformation as a k-algebra. 

We can obtain the same conclusion in many cases by convergence considerations (when 

the base field is [w or C.) 

(2) In a more general context, it is possible to consider deformations over other 

rings in the following sense: If R is a commutative ring with epimorphism R -+ k then 

a deformation of A over R is an R-algebra A’ which is a flat R-module together with an 

isomorphism A’ @R k S A. The case R = k[q, q-l] is of particular interest in the study 

of quantum groups. 

Returning now to formal deformations, we say that deformations A’ and A” are 

equivalent if there is a kl[t]l-algebra isomorphism C$ : A’ -+ A” of the form 4 = IdA + 
. 
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t41 + t+p2 + . . . where & : A + A is a k-linear map extended to be k[t]-linear. If we 

set po = PA, then the associativity condition &~~(a, b), c) = &a, pt(b, c)) is equivalent 

to having 

C Pi(Pj(G b), c> - Pi(C PjLj(b3 Cl) = O (1.3) 
i+j=n 
i,j>O 

for all n 2 0 and a, b, c E A. In particular, when n = 1 we have that the injinitesimul, 

p1, must satisfy 

pl(a,b)c - wl(b,c) + pl(ab,c) - /a(a,bc) = 0 

and so ,~t E Z’(A,A), the k-module of Hochschild 2-cocycles for the algebra A with 

coefficients in itself. Equivalent deformations have cohomologous infinitesimals and 

so H’(A,A) may be interpreted as the space of equivalence classes of infinitesimal 

deformations of A. Given an element of Z2(A,A), it is natural to ask whether there 

is a deformation of A with that infinitesimal. In general, this is not possible since 

there may be obstructions, all lying in H3(A,A), to “integrating” an infinitesimal to 

a full deformation. Namely, if p + tpl + t2p2 + . . . + t”-‘pn_l defines an associative 

multiplication on A[t]/t” then 

C WjLj(u, bh c) - /da, Pjclj(b, cl> 
i+j=n 

i,j>O 

is automatically a Hochschild 3-cocycle and must be a coboundary if the multiplication 

is extendible to an associative product on A[t]/t ‘+’ Even when an infinitesimal ~1 is . 

known to be integrable to a full deformation, e.g. whenever H3(A, A) = 0, very little 

is known on how to find ~2, ,~3,. . . such that pLt = &o t’pi satisfies (1.3). 

It is straightforward to dualize the deformation the&-y of algebras to that of coal- 

gebras. If C is a coalgebra with comultiplication AC : C -+ C @ C, then a formal de- 

formation of C is a k[t]-coalgebra structure on C[t] with comultiplication of the form 

A’,=Ac+tA1+-.+PA,+-. where each Ai : C -+ C 8 C is a k-linear map extended 

to be k[t]l-linear. Note that A’,(c) does not generally lie in C[t] @Q~, C[tl and so we 

must consider its completion, (C ~9 C)[t] with respect to the t-adic topology. Now the 

coassociativity condition 

(A’, ~3 l)A’, = (1~ A;)Ak 

imposes restrictions on the maps Ai which may be interpreted in terms of the coalgebra 

cohomology of C. As in the algebra case, it is generally difficult to explicitly produce 

deformations of a coalgebra. 

One way to produce deformations for a wide class of algebras and coalgebras is by 

use of certain twisting elements. 
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Definition 1.13. A universal deformation formula (UDF) based on a bialgebra B is a 

twisting element F based on Bljt] of the form 

F = 18 1 + tFI + t2F2 + . + . + t”F,, + . . . , 

where each Fi E B @ B. 

If A is a left B-module algebra and C is a right B-module coalgebra then A[t] and 

Ci[t] naturally become a left Bit]-module algebra and right B[tn-module coalgebra, re- 

spectively. Now if a UDF F is based on Bit] then the twists of Ait] and C[t] obtained 

from Theorem 1.3 are clearly deformations of A and C. Now since any UDF is invert- 

ible, it may also be used to twist the bialgebra Bp] according to Theorem 1.5. Since the 

algebra structure of B[t] is strictly unchanged, this will be a “preferred deformation” 

of B in the sense of [9]. 

A fundamental question is to determine “all” UDFs based on a bialgebra B. This 

must be understood under a natural notion of equivalence. Namely, if F is a UDF and 

j-=1 +tf, +... + t”fn + . . . E B[t] then F = (d~f)(F)(f-’ @f-l) is also a UDF 

and we say F and F are equivalent. When used as in Theorem 1.3 or Theorem 1.5, a 

UDF produces equivalent deformations. Little is known about the equivalence classes 

of UDFs except when B = Ug. This case is of greatest interest to us in part due to its 

extensive connections to the theory of quantum groups. For simplicity, we denote the 

comultiplication of Ug simply by d instead of dug. 

Up to equivalence, the existence problem for UDFs based on Ug[t] has been com- 

pletely settled by Drinfel’d in [5], ( see [13] for a more detailed discussion of the 

ideas in [5]). Drinfel’d also gives an important connection between UDFs and solu- 

tions of the Yang-Baxter equations. Recall that r E g @ g is a solution to the classical 

Yang-Baxter equation if 

[r12,r131 + [r12, r231 + [r13, r231 = 0 

and R E Ug @ Ug is a solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation if it satifies (1.2). 

Solutions to these equations are unitary if ~12 + ~21 = 0 in the classical case (i.e. r is 

skew-symmetric) and R12R21= 1 in the quantum case. 

Theorem 1.14 (Drinfel’d). Suppose that F = 18 1 + Cz, t’Fi is a UDF and let r = 

F1 - (FI )21, the skew-symmetrization of FI. 

(1) r is a unitary solution to the classical Yang-Baxter equation. 

(2) Zf F is a UDF equivalent to F then F1 - (F1)21 =Fl - (F1)21. 

(3) F is equivalent to a UDF of the form 1@ 1 + itr + Ci,2 t’Fi, where Fi = (- l>’ - 
(Fi )21. 

(4) F;;‘F is a unitary solution to the quantum Yang-Baxter equation. 

(5) Zf S is any unitary solution to the classical Yang-Baxter equation then there 

is a UDF of the form 1~ 1 + its + x2, t’&. 
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Thus, equivalence classes of UDFs based on Ug1[4 are in l-l correspondence with 

unitary solutions in g @ g of the classical Yang-Baxter equation. Regarding Theorem 

1.14(5), Drinfel’d actually shows more. Namely, he outlines a procedure which, in 

principle, constructs a UDF starting from a unitary solution to the classical Yang-Baxter 

equation. In practice, however, the computations necessary to find the coefficients Fi 
which comprise the UDF quickly become insurmountable. In the absence of other 

techniques to produce UDFs, it is not surprising that so few are known. 

It turns out that there is generally a rich supply of Ug-module algebras. First, it 

is easy to check that any algebra A which admits an action of g as derivations is a 

Ug-module algebra. A natural source of this phenomenon comes from group actions. 

Suppose G is an algebraic which acts as automorphisms a variety V. Then g = Lie(G) 
acts as derivations of the coordinate ring Lo(Y) of polynomial functions on V. Thus 

whenever we have a UDF based on ug[t] the function ring Co(V) will deform. Now 

there is a special type of deformation of 8(V) called a “star-product” (*-product) 

with respect to a Poisson bracket, cf. [lo]. Recall that a Poisson bracket on O(V) 

is a Lie bracket which satisfies {fg, h} = f{g, h} + g{f, h} for all f, g, h E O( I’). A 

*-product is a deformation of Co(V) in which the product f * g = fg + &,, pi(f, g) 

satisfies the parity condition pi(f, g) = (- 1 )‘pi(g, f), the “null-on-the-constants” con- 

dition pi( 1,f) = 0 for all i 2 1, and is in the “direction” of the Poisson bracket 

in the sense that pr(f, g) = ( f ){f, g}. It is clear that if F is a UDF which sat- 

isfies (1.17.3) is used to deform O(V) then rQ,g) is a Poisson bracket 

and the resulting deformation is *-product. Hence any quantization of O(V) resulting 

from a UDF is equivalent to a *-product in the direction of some Poisson 

bracket. 

2. Explicit formulas 

The first UDFs we will consider are built from an abelian bialgebra B. In this case, 

the UDFs have a remarkably simple form. While widely used, a formal proof of the 

following has not appeared in the literature and since it has extensive applications we 

include one for completeness. 

Theorem 2.1. Suppose that k > Q. If B is a commutative bialgebra and P is its space 
of primitive elements, then for any r E P 69 P 

O3 ti t2 
exp(tr)=C~lZ=1@1+tr+~r2+...+$#+... 

i=lJ ’ 

is a UDF. 

Proof. Since AB C3 Id : B @B --f B @ B ~3 B is an algebra map, we have 

[(As @ Id)(exp (tr))l[exp (tr) ~3 11 = exp [(AB 63 Id)(tr)] . exp [tr @ l] (2.1) 
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and 

[(Id B ds)(exp (tr)>][l @ exp (tr)] = exp [(Id @ &)@)I * exp [1 @trl. (2.2) 

Now as B is abelian, (2.1) and (2.2) coincide if and only if 

(dg@Id)r+r@l = (Id@ds)r+ l@r 

which clearly holds whenever r E P ~3 P. 0 

Up to equivalence, we only need to consider those r E P @ P which are skew- 

symmetric. In this case, exp(tr) satisfies Theorem 1.14(3) and thus produces *-products 

when used to deform coordinate rings of algebraic varieties. 

Example 2.2. (1) The classic use of the exponential deformation formula is to quan- 

tize the coordinate ring cO(R*“) = &xi,. . .,x,, y1 , . . . yn] of polynomial functions, (or 

CW(R2”) in the analytic case), with respect to the canonical Poisson bracket. For 

f, g E U( R2n), this bracket is 

This Poisson bracket is induced from a translation action of R*” on itself. Since the 

derivations a/ax, and a/ayi mutually commute, we can exponentiate the Poisson bracket 

to deform 8(R*“). If we let f *g denote the deformed product, then it is easy to verify 

that the quantized algebra has the Heisenberg relations xi *xi = xj*xi, yi*yj = yj*yi, and 

xi * yj - yj *xi = 6,t. Note that for any f, g E 8( L%*" ) the product f * g is a polynomial 

in t and so it is meaningful to specialize t to any real number. This construction also 

provides a deformation of k[xi,. . .,x,, yl,. . . yn] over k[t] whenever k > Q. 

(2) Consider the commuting derivations xi(a/ax,) of k[xi,. . .,x,1. If k > Q then for 

any scalars pij we can exponentiate Cicj pijxi(a/axi) A xj(a/axj) to deform the poly- 

nomial ring k[xl, . . . ~~1. The new relations are xi * xj = Pijxj * xi where Pj = exp( tp,). 

This algebra is the quantum n-space associated with the standard multi-parameter quan- 

tization of U(SL(n)). If k = R! or C then for any f and g in k[xl, . . . ,x,J, the deformed 

product f * g converges for all t E k. 

(3) Our final application of Theorem 2.1 concerns the enveloping algebra Ugl,. Since 

the matrix units Eli and E22 commute, Theorem 1.5 provides a preferred bialgebra 

deformation of Ugl, in which d’(a) = [exp(-t(Eii A E22)](d(a)) [exp(t(Ell A E~z)]. It 

is easy to check that both El1 and Ez2 remain primitive while 

~‘(Eu)=EwB’L-~ +L@E12 and A’(E~I)=E~Ic~L+L-~c~E~~ 

with L = t exp(t(Ell - E22)). As this is a preferred deformation, A’ is compatible with 

the original multiplication of gI,. It is interesting to compare this with the standard 

deformation U,gl, in which the multiplication must also be changed. 
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In contrast to the commutative case, very little is known about UDFs based on non- 

commutative bialgebras. Even for the case of enveloping algebras of non-abelian Lie 

algebras, only one family of UDFs is known. Most of the remainder of this paper will 

be devoted to this family. It is based on an abelian extension of a Heisenberg Lie 

algebra. Specifically, let k > Q and let 2 c al(n) be the k-Lie-algebra generated by 

the diagonal matrices Hi = & - Ei+i,i+i for 1 2 i < II and elements of the form El, or 

Epn for p = 2,. . ., n - 1. The element of X @ 2 which will serve as the infinitesimal 

of the UDF is 

1 
n-1 

z 
@ Eln + C Eli @ I&,, 

i=2 

(2.3) 

where cl , . . . , c,_l are scalars with cl + c,_i = 1. The infinitesimal for the special case 

(along with an incorrect UDF) where all ci =i appears both in [9,3]. Before presenting 

the correct UDF for the general case, we need some notation which will be used for 

its definition and proof. Let 

E=Eln, 
n-1 

and ?X=CEli@E,. 
i=2 

Also set cl = c and c,_i = d and so c + d = 1. In this notation, the infinitesimal (2.3) 

becomes H 63 E + X. Now for m > 0 define 

Hlm)=H(H+ l)+..(H+m- 1) 

and set H(O) = 1. If a E k is any scalar, set H,(m) = (H + a)@), i.e. 

Theorem 2.5. Let HP), E, and X be as defined above and for each m 2 0 set 

F, = 2 (7) f&“i(f$m-i) BE"-~). 

i=O 

Then the series 

F=F$F,=l@l+t(H@E+%) 
m=O ’ 

is a UDF based on US[t]. 
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For n=2 we have X=0 and Ft=H@E=(1/2)(Ett -Ezz)@E~z; in this case, 

the corresponding UDF is the “quasi-exponential” formula C,“=, (tm/m!)H(m) @Em 

of [3]. Before proving Theorem 2.5, we first need to establish some elementary 

formulas. 

Lemma 2.6. In the above notation, the following identities hold for all non-negative 
integers r and s and all scalars a and b: 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

H,(‘) f.& = Ha(r+s) 

f$) _ f#I_), = yf$-l) 

f$) ES = ES H(‘) 
(a+s). 

(E@l)X=X(E@l) and (l@E)%=%(l@E). 

X&623 - X&iY~t;3 = 0 and X13X12 - X12X13 = 0. 

(l@H~))X=X(l@H~$) and (H,(‘)@l)X=X(H$@l). 

X23XL2 - Xr2X23 =rX’,‘Xt3(1 BE@ 1). 

(l&C d)Xt^’ = -& (;)x;2x;s-i and (A 18 l)Xr = ‘j’& (i) X:3Xl<i. 

For any scalars a and b, d(Hn(r) ) = ~~=, (i) Hii) @ HL;‘). 

Proof. All of these are straightforward to establish. Properties 2.6(l) and (2) are im- 

mediate and properties 2.6(3)-(6) follow from the relations among the generators of 

the Lie algebra Z. Finally, 2.6(7)-(9) can each be proved using induction on r. 0 

Lemma 2.7. Zf m 2 0 then for all i > 0 

(2.4) 

Proof. We use induction on i. For i = 0, the assertion is trivial and so assume it holds 

for i. For i + 1, the top line of (2.4) becomes, by Lemma 2.6(8), 

Now, by the inductive hypothesis, this in turn equals 
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which, with the aid of Lemmas 2.6(4), (5), and (7) becomes 

For i + 1, the bottom line of (2.4) is 

which, by the identity (‘T’) = ( ,il) + (L), can be expressed as 

Subtracting (2.5) from (2.6) gives and using Lemma 2.6(2) gives 

which is the same as 

Now (2.12) is equal to zero since (l)(nz -j)= (jll)(j + 1). q 

Proof of Theorem 2.5. To verify that F is a UDF, it suffices to show that 

c (;)KlW(~pW@F,)= c (;)K~WFJ(4@1) 
p+q=m p+q=m 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 
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for all M. The left side of (2.8) is 

which, using Lemmas 2.6(3), (4), and (8), can be expressed as 

CCM(:)(“~‘)(3 

x {~;zX;;u~;s(@P-r) g E~H,(~-s) 8 Ep+q---r--v--s)), (2.9) 

where C, will indicate that the sum is being taken over 

P+q=m, O<r<p, OIu<r, Olvlp-r, andO<s<q. (2.10) 

In order to compare this with the right-hand side of (2.8), it will be convenient to 

re-index its summation by setting 

u’ = s, s’ = r - u, p’=q+u+u, u’=q-s, 

r’ = u + s, and q’ = p - u - v. 

It is easy to check that the inequalities in (2.10) are equivalent to having 

p’ + q’ = m, 0 5 r’ 2 p’, 0 5 u’ 5 r’, 0 5 v’ 5 p’ - r’, and 0 < s’ < q’. - - 

Hence we may rewrite (2.9) as 

c(;:&J(::)(“‘;“)(::) 

x{.X;~%~~~;~-“(H~-~) ,c& Eq-SH(!+‘) 
r--u @IF’)}. 

The right-hand side of (2.8) is 

(2.11) 

which, by Lemmas 2.6(3), (6), (8), and (9) becomes 

(2.12) 
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where b is any scalar. If we set b = u + q - SC and use the fact that c + d = 1 together 

with Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.6(l), we can rewrite (2.12) as 

x {~~~x;;x;,-“(H’~+“-“) Y s 
f& E4-~H(P-‘-“) @p-r)}. 

r-u 

Now (2.11) and (2.13) coincide since 

(2.13) 

and so F is a UDF. 0 

As with the exponential UDF based on commutative bialgebras, the UDF of 

Theorem 2.5 can be used to produce deformations of a large class of algebras and 

coalgebras. 

Example 2.9. (1) According to remarks following Definition 1.12, the UDF of 

Theorem 2.5 provides a preferred bialgebra deformation of U% in which d’(x) = 

F-l A(x)F for any x E U%‘. Recall that this comultiplication is compatible with the 

original multiplication, unit, and counit of Us. Since we are considering the Lie 

algebra 2 as a subalgebra of gI(n), we can “extend” this deformation of UZ to 

a (non-standard) deformation of UgI(n). 

(2) Let W c GL(n) be a simply connected algebraic group with Lie algebra 2”. 

The group W acts in a natural way on k” and hence Y? acts as derivations of 

O(k”)=k[xi,..., x,,] where Eij acts as xi(a/&). The UDF thus deforms k[~i,. . . ,xn] 

and it is not hard to see that the new relations become xi *x,,-x,*x1 = (ci/2)xi *xi while 

xp*x,,-x,*xp=~~l*~p with&=(1/2)(c,-+I)+1 andall otherxi*xj--xj*xi=O. 

Just like Example 2.2( 1 ), this deformation has the property that if f and g are in 

ux1,..., x,] then the deformed product f * g is a polynomial in t and so by special- 

ization we obtain a family of k-algebras. 

Even though the UDF of Theorem 2.5 is equivalent to one satisfying (1.15.3) we 

do not as of yet have a closed expression for such a formula. On the positive side, 

we do have one for the case n = 2. In this case, the infinitesimal is H @E = (i)(Ell - 

E22) @El* and is based on Ucj[t]l where 5, the Lie algebra generated by H and E, is the 

two-dimensional solvable Lie algebra, (recall that [H, E] = E). The “skew-symmetrized” 

formula is also based on Us[tj and has infinitesimal E A H = E 8 H - H @ E. 

Theorem 2.10. Let H and E be generators of the two-dimensional solvable Lie alge- 

bra where [H, E] = E. Then if 

F,=.& ; 
0 

Em-‘@) @ E’Hb’+ 

r=O 
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the series 

F=~~F,=l@l+tEAH 
m=O . 

is a UDF based on Ue[t]l. 

Proof. The result will follow because we can reduce to the case where H and E 

commute and H(‘) = Hi. With these reductions, F becomes the exponential deforma- 

tion formula which, by Theorem 2.1, is a UDF. To obtain the necessary simplifica- 

tion, we will use the basis {E’Hi} of Us. Note that each F, is in “normal form”, 

that is, each tensor factor of F, is expressed using the preferred basis. To compute 

[(A @ l)(F)](F 69 1) we need must consider expressions of the form 

[(d @ l)(EP-‘H(‘) @EE’H(P-‘))](E4-SH(S) @EsH(4-S) @ 1) 

or, equivalently, 

(dEP-’ @ l)(dH(‘) @ l)(Eq-SH(S) @ESH(q-‘) @ l)(l @ 1 @E’H(J’-‘)). (2.14) 

To write (2.14) in normal form it suffices to know how to do so for expressions of 

the form 

(AH(‘) )(EPSH(S) @ ESH(9-S) ) (2.15) 

This can be done using Lemmas 2.6(9) and (3) from which we obtain that, in normal 

form, (2.15) is 

Thus, if [(A @ 1 )(F)](F 8 1) is expressed in normal form, the result is symbolically the 

same as in the case where H and E commute and H(‘) = Hi. Of course, the same is 

true for [(l @I d)(F)](l @F) and so by Theorem 2.1, F is a UDF based on Ue[t]. 0 

We conclude this paper with some questions about universal deformation formulas. 

Questions 2.11. (1) Is there a “conceptual” way to determine whether a given series 

is a UDF? That is, can the direct computational method of proof be avoided? 

(2) Do the UDFs of Theorems 2.5 and (2.14) globalize in an analogous way that 

the formula of Example 2.2( 1) does? The global version of this Example 2.2( 1) is the 

theorem which says that if M is any symplectic manifold then there is a canonical 

*-product on P’(M), see [4] or, for a geometric proof see [8]. Locally, any such 

manifold looks like R2” with the symplectic structure given in Example (2.2.1) and 

so the exponential formula gives the local *-product. The difficult part is to show that 
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these local deformations are compatible. Now if M is just a Poisson manifold and 

locally a UDF gives a deformation of CO”(M), does there exist a global deformation? 

(3) Are there analogs of UDFs which give strict deformation quantizations of C*- 

algebras in the sense of Rieffel (see [ 15])? 

(4) Is there a procedure which produces a UDF based on Ug from a constant unitary 

solution to the classical Yang-Baxter equation based on a Lie algebra g? As stated 

earlier, there always is such a formula but its explicit form remains a mystery. 
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